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For those who like to read:
Compliance as Code gives us the structures to read, interpret,
and output compliance requirements in human and machinereadable formats simultaneously. It also allows us to standardize
our responses to these requirements concurrently in human and
machine-readable formats. Consequently, acquisition,
interpretation, and response to compliance requirements can be
shared ubiquitously through independent language data formats
such as JSON-LD.
What does that do for us?
• It allows us to acquire and store compliance content in a
standardized model.
• It allows the use of Natural Language Processing tools to
programmatically deduce meaning instead of humans
guessing at an author’s meaning.
• It allows us to connect the various elements together through
scientific means rather than opinion alignment.
• It allows us to make compliance requirements interoperable
with compliance implementation and validation.

A visual
explanation
The document on the right can be found
at:
https://grcschema.org:3005/api/Role/629/
render

A visual
explanation
This is the same document without the
render part of the URL:
https://grcschema.org:3005/api/Role/629/

A visual
explanation
The underlying structure can be found at:
https://grcschema.org/Role

A visual
explanation

The output we saw is on the left
and the schema we saw is on
the right.
What makes this work is a
combination of the requesting
applications and the APIs
leveraging the schema.

What are the
use cases?
Cataloging Authority Documents

Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records (FRBR)
The Functional Requirements
for Bibliographic Records
(FRBR) is a conceptual entity–
relationship model developed
by the International Federation
of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA) that relates
user tasks of retrieval and
access in online library catalogs
and bibliographic databases.
Unified Compliance Framework
(UCF)

These frameworks focus on
creating catalogs of
documents, like you would
find in a library.
This is useful for maintaining
your own lists of documents
you have to follow.

The UCF has been at the
forefront of compliance
frameworks before the term
GRC was coined by Michael
Rasmussen. The Unified
Compliance team have
multiple patents regarding
compliance frameworks,
dictionary structures, etc. Their
structure and framework
standard will be presented
throughout.
Zotero
Zotero is a free, easy-to-use
tool to help you collect,
organize, cite, and share
research. However, it is also a

JSON schema for organizing
citation and bibliographic data,
much like Citation Style
Language

What are the
use cases?
Defining compliance content in
documents

These frameworks focus on
tagging the various parts of
documents so that you can
focus on what you need.
This is how we rendered the
Role document to show you
in the previous section.

Defining compliance content
in documents
Akomo Ntoso
Akoma Ntoso (“linked hearts” in
the Akan language of West
Africa), an initiative of “Africa iParliament Action Plan“, and a
program of UN/DESA, defines a
set of electronic
representations in XML format
of parliamentary, legislative
and judiciary documents. In
2018 it became an Oasis
standard, and has spun off
Oasis’ LegalDocML (see
reference under LegalXML).
LegalXML
LegalXML[13], managed by
Oasis Open, is split into two
working groups,
LegalDocumentML
(LegalDocML) TC, and
LegalRuleML TC. More can be
found online by clicking this
title.
Open Security Controls
Assessment Language (OSCAL)
NIST, in collaboration with
industry, is developing the
Open Security Controls
Assessment Language (OSCAL).
OSCAL is a set of formats
expressed in XML, JSON, and
YAML. These formats provide

machine-readable
representations of control
catalogs, control baselines,
system security plans, and
assessment plans and results.
ReSpec
ReSpec makes it easier to write
technical documents. It was
originally designed for writing
W3C specifications, but now
supports many output formats.
A ReSpec document can be
stored as JSON or rendered as
an HTML document that brings
in the ReSpec script, defines a
few configuration variables,
and follows a few conventions.
Strategy Markup Language
(StratML)
The goal of StratML is to
facilitate the sharing,
referencing, indexing,
discovery, linking, reuse, and
analyses of the elements of
strategic plans, including goal
and objective statements as
well as the names and
descriptions of stakeholder
groups and any other content
commonly included in strategic
plans.

What are the
use cases?

Citation Style Language (CSL)

Tagging Citations & Mandates

Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records (FRBR)

These frameworks focus on
extracting the various
citations or mandates from
within a document.
The use cases are
fundamental to any ability to
cite a document’s content, or
to map one Citation’s
mandates to another (or to a
reference control framework).

Citation Style Language's goal
is to facilitate scholarly
publishing by automating the
formatting of citations and
bibliographies.

The Functional Requirements
for Bibliographic Records
(FRBR) is a conceptual entity–
relationship model developed
by the International Federation
of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA) that relates
user tasks of retrieval and
access in online library catalogs
and bibliographic databases.
Unified Compliance Framework
(UCF)
The UCF has been at the
forefront of compliance
frameworks before the term
GRC was coined by Michael
Rasmussen. The Unified
Compliance team have
multiple patents regarding
compliance frameworks,
dictionary structures, etc. Their
structure and framework
standard will be presented

throughout.

What are the
use cases?
Reference Control Mapping

These frameworks focus on
mapping mandates from
Citations to reference control
frameworks.
This is fundamental to any
cross harmonization efforts
you might have.

Reference Control Mapping
Control Correlation Identifier
(CCI)
The US Department of Defense
Control Correlation Identifier
(CCI) provides a standard
identifier and description for
each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise an IA
control or IA best practice. CCI
bridges the gap between highlevel policy expressions and
low-level technical
implementations. CCI allows a
security requirement that is
expressed in a high-level policy
framework to be decomposed
and explicitly associated with
the low-level security setting(s)
that must be assessed to
determine compliance with the
objectives of that specific
security control.
Derived Relationship Mapping
(DRM)
The NIST Derived Relationship
Mapping (DRM) is a Software as
a Service, JSON structure, and
methodology for mapping
various Authority Documents
(they call them reference
documents) to NIST’s reference

framework (they call it the
Focal Document).
Unified Compliance Framework
(UCF)
The UCF has been at the
forefront of compliance
frameworks before the term
GRC was coined by Michael
Rasmussen. The Unified
Compliance team have
multiple patents regarding
compliance frameworks,
dictionary structures, etc. Their
structure and framework
standard will be presented
throughout.

What are the
use cases?
Technical Threats, Risks, & Mitigation

Common Platform
Enumeration (CPE)
CPE is a structured naming
scheme for information
technology systems, software,
and packages. Based upon the
generic syntax for Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URI), CPE
includes a formal name format,
a method for checking names
against a system, and a
description format for binding
text and tests to a name.
Common Vulnerability
Enumeration (CVE)

These frameworks focus on
linking threats to risks, assets,
& mitigating controls.

CVE® is a list of records—each
containing an identification
number, a description, and at
least one public reference—for
publicly known cybersecurity
vulnerabilities.
MITRE ATT&CK
The ATT&CK knowledge base is
used as a foundation for the
development of specific threat
models and methodologies.
Software Identification Tags
(SWID)
NIST has developed a SWID Tag
validation methodology and

schema that can be used to
verify that a produced SWID
has properly implemented the
requirements defined in NISTIR
8060.
Structured Threat Information
Expression (STIX™)
Structured Threat Information
Expression (STIX™) is a
language and serialization
format used to exchange cyber
threat intelligence (CTI).
Trusted Automated eXchange
of Intelligence Information
(TAXII™)
Trusted Automated eXchange
of Intelligence Information
(TAXII™) is an application layer
protocol for the
communication of cyber threat
information in a simple and
scalable manner.
Vocabulary for Event Recording
and Incident Sharing (VERIS)
A set of metrics designed to
provide a common language
for describing security
incidents in a structured and
repeatable manner.

What are the
use cases?
Job, Role, Skill, & Recognition

These frameworks focus on
linking a person’s position
together with the tasks the
position is assigned to. This
also ties in the position’s
necessary skills, knowledge,
and credentials.
This is very useful for aligning
technical jobs to tasks.

Credential Transparency
Description Langauge (CTDL)
The CTDL family of
specifications is intended to
describe "things" such as a
Credential, Organization,
Assessment, Learning
Opportunity, Competency, and
so on. The CTDL is designed to
enable the creation of simple
descriptions and to serve as a
basis for website markup; and
rich descriptions to support
fairly refined comparisons
among credentials.
GRCSchema/Role
GRCschema.org produces a
collaborative, community
activity with a mission to
create, maintain, and promote
schemas for structured data
within the Governance, Risk,
and Compliance universe. Role
focuses on the structure
between a person’s position
and the knowledge, skills, and
abilities necessary to operate
in that position.
Rich Skill Descriptors
In order to create an
ecosystem of recognition

around skills, where
Achievements, Pathways, and
Learner Records make
machine-readable references
to skills and allow systems to
take action based on the skills
learners hold, it is important
for implementers to use skills
in common ways. RSDs build
on CTDL-ASN to enable skill
authors to publish definitions
that can be referenced from
digital credentials (including
those that appear in learner
records), pathways, and job
profiles.

Where does nocode fit?

No-code is a way of developing MVP (minimum viable product)
tools that uses drag-and-drop programming and is about what
not how - you tell the system what you want and build it.
It allows end-users to become quasi-developers and build
functional (but limited) applications without writing a single line of
code.

That’s the No-Code part of Compliance as Code

Risks & Rewards
of no-code

Risks

Rewards

Customization is somewhat
limited

Ease of Development

The development platforms
provide you with a limited set of
design, flow, data handling
logic. Adapting to using nocode platforms are like getting
a new pair of cowboy boots –
your feet change to fit the
boots, not the other way
around. Instead of providing
the option to customize the
development system, no-code
platforms require you to
change your business
processes to meet their
capabilities.
Customization is built
outside the platform
The “heavy lifting” is normally
either integrated into the nocode platform through a plugin
or through API calls that do the
crunching for you.
So if you want something done
outside of what the tool
provides, you will be dealing
with your core developers to
get those plugins or API calls
built.

No-code development is done
within coding frameworks and
applications, such as Bubble.io
(our preferred method) and its
competitors. It is drag-anddrop and the programming
framework handles routing,
scalability, etc.
MVPs are broken down into
design, flow, data handling
logic, and everything else is
handled through plugins that
do the “heavy lifting”. Period.
On top of that, an entire
marketplace exists for pre-built
templates, forms, plugins, and
other elements that further
speed up the process.
Because of this, you don’t need
a background in software
development. Pick a template,
make changes to the look and
feel, certain aspects of content
and data handling, and you
have an MVP you can stand up
within your organization as a
“here’s how we can transform
this type of compliance data
into actionable results”.

No-code
strategy
Our strategy is three-fold:
1. Build a universal backend
2. Build stand alone MVPs
3. Learn from that and build GRC
integrations

1. Build a “universal” account management backend
The first thing we are going to do is build out a ”universal”
account management system. The schema for this is already
complete at GRCSchema.org (Account, User, Person,
Organization). This will give you the ability to stand up an
application that registers your users and allows them to hit the
API gateway.
We will provide this as a bubble.io template.
2. Build stand alone MVPs
The list of stand alone MVPs might get quite large in the future.
However, the initial list is as follows (and in this order for now):
• Job Descriptions (Roles) with associated Knowledge, Skills,
Credentials, and mapped to Tasks or Common Controls
• Policy, Standard, and Procedure generator that draws from
the UCF’s Common Controls lists.
• Custom Dictionary with term & definition creation tool for
use in mapping and creating your own glossaries.
• Authority Document Cataloging and Mapping for taking
documents you want to map and mapping them to Reference
Controls yourself.
• Records Management configurator for documenting
retention events, classification, etc.
• Asset & Configuration documentation for taking the STIGs
and other documents and linking them to Common Controls
or creating a BoM.
• Audit Agreed Upon Procedure (AUPs) that let you create
audit guides from Reference Controls.
3. Build GRC integration MVPs
As we learn from the stand alone applications, we’ll be able to
add to them and hopefully create some integrations with our
various GRC partners.

How we will
work with you

Compliance as Code website & email list
• ComplianceAsCode.net has already launched. We’ll maintain a
calendar of events and regular updates of tools, APIs, classes,
etc. up there.
• Sign up on the home page for email specifically about this topic
and nothing else!
No-code Tools
• Balsamiq & Figma templates will be created and posted for
you to start your designs with. Think Material UI, but in enduser usable form.
• Bubble.io plugins and templates will be built and made
available (some for free, others for a small price).
Schemas
We are working with GRCSChema.org to integrate all of their
schemas. There’s a lot of them. We will integrate the
appropriate ones as we build out the MVPs.
APIs & the API gateway
• For now, we will use APIs through RapidAPI.
• In the future, the APIs will be coming directly through our CaC
gateway.
• Postman collections will be made available commensurate
with the MVPs being built.

Where to next?

Organizations represented in the Compliance as Code advisory
board:
GIAC
Netflix

Join our advisory board.

Amazon
Apple

Click HERE to email Dorian to join.

NIST
SANS
BNYMellon
NAVEX
MetricStream
Resolver
OnSpring
AT&T
and 100+ others

